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Abstract
Statement of Thesis

1bis thesis explores how an interdisciplinary approach may inform architectural
production. Rhetoric may be applied to architecture with the intention of exploring how
you more clearly communicate meaning in space, form and experience. In conjunction,
the art of assemblage is a unique artistic technique revealing important issues in
architectural process. Dialogue between the ideas inherent in these two studies is
mutually beneficial and establishes a foundation for architectural design that prioritizes
the concepts of place and meaning.

The thesis fulfills the following NAAB Criteria: 1-4ab, 7aw, 8aw, 9ab, !Oun, I law, 12un,
13un, 15ab, 23un, 24un, 27aw, 30ab, 36un, 37aw.
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I
Architecture Through Interdisciplinary Study
Literature may inform, develop and illuminate the process of architectural design.
In particular, I see a relation between a writer's practice of creating or revealing personal
experience and an architecture that relies on the "experiential" as a source of inspiration
and meaning. Further, an important part of revealing experience is through the ability to
create or describe place. Rhetorical issues then become relevant in the way the architect
effectively describes forms, space and surroundings that leads to compelling place
making. For instance, visual as well as auditory, olfactory, and other kinds of imagery
play a part in our own active recollection and recreation of space. The study of Rhetoric
as the "skillful use of language" is a source for the transformation of building into
architecture. Rhetorical issues are effectively transferable from the medium of words to
the architectural palette of form, space and material; with the intention of enhancing our
communication or "description" of place..
"Imagery may be defined as the representation through language of sense
experience."
Robert Pinksy writes about this stylistic invention often associated with modern
poetry: "'imagism,' which conveys the powerful illusion that a poet presents, rather than
tells about, a sensory experience."(Pinsky, p.3) It is this "kind" of description--one that
presents, rather than tells--that I find especially provocative and useful in the architectural
realm. Un1ike a Proustian narrative that rigorously sets out to explain scene and
characters in their totality, the act of showing most often succeeds with concise but
powerful images or phrases, minimal but strategic placement and unexceptional but
telling detail.
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Assemblage may be a metaphor for th� practice of imagism in both architecture
and literature. 1 A piece of imagistic prose may be understood as a kind of assemblage in
that the poem is a framework on which the poet places images. The way the practice of
"assembly" relates to architecture is obvious yet the "art of assemblage" in architecture is
profound. As a technique that employs salvaging material, assemblage uses objects often
invested with previous meaning. Further, assemblage is not only about using and reusing.
pieces of history, but infusing them with new meaning as elements of a new work. A
study in the way different elements come together, the art of assemblage transcends a
mundane collection of things. Through assemblage, space, object, and materiality are
arranged to compose a design rich in impactive images and layered meaning.
Invested with rhetorical dev1ces like imagism, architecture as an assemblage is
involved in the "presentation" of narrative. Thinking of architecture in this way-like as a
collection of snapshots, flashes of scenes, curious revelations of detail- I intend to explore
a unique style of communication. Essentially, I am focusing on the power of description
and its interaction with h�anity.

The Role of Rhetoric in Architecture
Rhetoric n. 1. The art or study of using language effectively and persuasively. b.
A treatise or book on this art. 2. Skill in using language effectively and persuasively. 3a.
A style of speaking or writing, esp. the language of a particular subject: political rhetoric.
b. language that is elaborate, pretentious, insincere, or intellectually vacuous: His talk is
mere rhetoric. 4.Verbal communication; discourse. [ME rethorik < 0 Fr. rethorique <
Lat. rhetorice, rhetorica < Gk. Rhetorike (techne), rhetorical (art), fem. Of rhetoricos,
rhetorical < rhetor, rhetor-, rhetor.] -The American Heritage College Dictionary

1

Begun in the twentieth century, this art form is a sculptural composition of miscellaneous objects.,
exemplified by artists like Nevelson, Cornell, Rauschenburg. The juxtaposition of form and material can be
thought of as a kind of material poem; where disparate objects that carry their own meaning are brought
together to form new meaning. Again, a successful poem tells by presenting. Individual words and images
have layered meanings that evoke rich and complex meaning.
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Rhetoric was developed by the Greeks as a way to understand and teach their
primary form of communication: speech. The study has evolved through history
acquiring concepts and issues from every age so that now it appears to have an all
inclusive range of definitions and possibilities. Indeed, defining rhetoric goes against the
nature of the word. Ironically it has come to symbolize opposite kinds of communication;
at once referring to superfluous or decorative as well as the word symbolizing the effort
to get to meaning and communicate more powerfully.
The contact between writing and architecture has varied through history. In
response to the fact that architecture's nature defies verbal representation, Judith Wolin
states: "Words may never capture architecture, but they are mediators, interpreters, agents
of reconciliation."(Wolin, p.17) Kunze and Wei respond to the question of how these
disciplines may·cross: "a dialectic is established that exchanges words for space, space
for words. Ultimately, both meaning and space collapse and transform. The principle
elements of this process can be described through the terms of rhetoric, for the basis of
rhetoric, the topic, is a place at once signifying both a spatial and poetic idea."(Kunze and
Wei, p.55) The issue then is the "exchange" between poetics and space, which may be
captured through rhetorical study. Rhetoric in architecture explores ways in which
comm�cation becomes meaningful in space and form.
As "the effective use of language"rhetoric is a construction used in analyzing how
language transcends plain context--a set of words signifying things that can be put
together to communicate ideas-to form higher meaning. A facet of rhetorical study is
the range of constructs that help analyze language. Devices like imagery, symbolism, and
metaphor enable comprehension of how language is formed and manipulated. In
architecture, the notion is radically changed for we enter the realm of three-dimension,
space, physical movement and materiality. In the "Rhetorical Question" Judith Wolin
inclusively categorizes the kinds of figurative devices that relate specifically architecture:
1. Figures of repetition and regularity 2. Figures of resemblance or relatio�ship 3. Figures
of emphasis or Understatement 4. Figures of overlay, displacement, or disruption and 5.
Intentional Errors. (Woslin, p. 17) This thesis focuses on issues of imagery, iconography,
and symbol, their interaction with space and the effect this combination has on us.
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"Devices" probe an understanding of ordering structure and composition and may
prompt us to reach for a poetic sensibility. However, they do not necessarily lead to any
form of deeper meaning. Woslin concisely summarizes this important point: "The
questions asked here are both rhetorical and earnest: can a useful anal�gy be drawn
between "figures of speech" and figurative operations in architecture? Yes, of course, in
bits and pieces, it has already been done. How far can it be taken? As far as you like. Will
we be able to make better architecture through he use of this mode? No. Not every
metaphor is a memorable or artful one; likewise the employment of rhetorical operations
in architecture is �o guarantee of art." (Woslin, p.17) The rhetorical question supercedes
a transplanting of and discussion on device. Toe question remains: how do we as
architects successfully communicate through space and form?
The Art of Memory

A particular connection between rhetoric and architecture comes through an
understanding of the Art of Memory. 2 In "The Art of Memory" Dame Francis Yates
describes the classical technique of memory and illuminates its impact throughout
western thought. This technique was employed by orators in order to aid their memory of
speeches. Moreover, it reveals the power of imagery, and the important connections
between memory, understanding and place. Although commonly taught at the time, little
remains of description of this art.3
Toe technique involved selecting or creating places (loci) in which you place and
form mental images of the facts that you wish to remember. Both image and place were
used to orient the orator in composing his delivery. Yates terms this memory art an "inner
writing" in which image and place were constructs forming a mutual relationship. Place
2

For the ancients, Memory was one of the five parts of Rhetoric: inventio, dispoditio, elocutio, memoria,
pronunciatio. Invention is the excogitation of true things (res), or things similar to truth to render one's
cause plausible; disposition is the arrangement in order of the things thus discovered; elocution is the
accommodation of suitable words to the invented (things); memory is the firm perception in the soul of
things and words; pronunciation is the moderating of the voice and body to suit the dignity of the things
and words. (Cicero)- De inventione
3
Yates draws from the remaining sources: Cicero's De oratore, Quintilian's Institutio oratoria and the
anonymous Ad C. Herennium libri IV. The author of the Ad C. Herennium called memory the "treasure
house of inventions" (Yates, p.5).
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embodies the specific image and separates it from other images in order to maintain

. clarity and definition. Space forms the order of structure and relations between images. In
turn� the images reflect the matter and ideas of the individual and collective: "Thus was
founded the classical mnemonic based on loci and imagines; imaginary places

remembered in the mind, upon which images are mentally impressed, through which the
contents of memory are ordered, or built up in imaginary buildings. "(Yates in "The
Ciceronian Art of Memory" p. 874)

Memory is partly a study in place making. Aldo Rossi defines locus as "the

relationship between a certain specific location and the buildings that are in it. It is at

once singular and universal."(Rossi, p. 1 03) He also relates Henry Focillon's notion of

"psychological places" and "art as space", which underscores the importance our

constructs have upon the spatial quality of our landscape. According to Rossi, without the
"spirit of the environment", our spaces would be "opaque or elusive"(Rossi, p. 1 06) As an

example, he points to the influence Gothic art has had on France; relating how

surroundings imbue culture and memory. Related to architecture, the concept of locus

explains how the built world both shapes context as well as responds to it. The idea of

locus is as much about change and the way forms adapt to a changing world, as it is about

permanence. This thesis is dependent on the connection between place and locus, and
how place results from our specific arrangement of space �d form.

Yates notes this concept of constructing memory i_s somewhat alien to the modem

mind, which has disposal to inexhaustible stores of information. She attempts a

description of it: "The posses_sor of the built up memory walks in imagination through his
mnemonic building, drawing from this column the image of an anchor to remind him that

his speech deals next with navigation, from that statue, in one of the rooms, the image of
a weapon to remind him that his he must now turn his oration to military matters."

(Yates, p.875) While the loci become permanent :fixtures, the image's placement within it

are interchangeable. When a speech changes, the spatial constructs in this technique

remain the same while the images are substituted. Loci become familiar to the individual.

However, the relation between space and image or place and meaning is key.
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Places and images serve as a kind of text; communicating thought in a visual
medium. As with the written word, the author of a visual text relies on the effect of
language to convey meaning. Selection of the images and places, and decision of their
arrangement underlie the eventual outcome of the message. The point is that language is
a generic construct. However, through our intervention and creative use of it, we are able
to find meaning and, more importantly, remembrance.
Commenting on Aristotles de Anima, St Thomas Aquinas writes that "man cannot
understand without images (phantasmata), the image is a similitude of corporeal thing,
but the understanding is of universals which are to be abstracted from particulars."
(Leatherbarrow, p. 1 1 3) Metaphorically, images are windows to "universals." Visual
representation invests form with memory and understanding. Images were important for
the "acquisition and preservation of knowledge." (Leatherbarrow, p. 1 1 3)
The classical memory technique has profound implications in architecture;
especially in considering the mutual relation between image and place. A construction of
imagination meant to enhance our memory is manifosted through space and meaning. In
architecture, linking specific place to striking meaning is an exploration of what makes a
space special. This "link" reveals our consciousness of the built world.
Place and Image in Architecture

Study of the Sacro Monte at Varallo demonstrates the "mutual depend�ncy that
exists between image and location in any meaningful architecture." (Leatherbarrow,
p. l 07) The design of Varallo demonstrates how devices like sequence, symbology and
imagery in association with space connect to our notion of memory and place.
The Sacro Monte at Varallo is a pilgrimage route created by Fra Bemadino Ciami
in the late fifteenth century. See Figures 1 a, 1 b, and �- As a retreat for those who could
not make the dangerous trip to Jerusalem, it was intended as a setting for a high sense of
spirituality: ''the object [was] to bring the scene as vividly as possible before people."
(Leatherbarow, p.107) The Sacro Monte raises the important distinction between a place
in which meaning is "geographically fixed" and �me that is consciously imbued with
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Figure la. The Sacro Monte at
Varallo.
Source: Res 14

Figure 1 b: Sequence through
Basilica Square, Sacro Monte.
Source: Res 14

Figure 2: Christ Before Pilate,
Chapel 29, Sacro Monte.
Source: Res 14

meanmg. While pilgrimages were originally journeys to an object or place of historical
significance, this place had no prior significance until the pilgrimage route was built.
Leatherbarrrow relates that the tradition of pilgrimage had by the fifteenth century taken
on a significance integral to Christian identity. The pilgrims were not delusional. The
Sacro Monte was not intended nor taken as a substitute for Jerusalem but rather served to
embody the act of pilgrimage. Its intention was to enhance the pilgrims experience
through a more abstract significance of place. It is a study in the artifice of creating
sacred places.
Leatherbarrow suggests that Ciami' s initial inspiration on discovering the site
sprung from a collective inherent symbolism. More than Varallo' s resemblance to
Jerusalem, it was its mountainous character that presented an ideal setting. The mountain
as representation of Christian values carries a powerful message for the pilgrim.
Resembling Jerusalem's geography, the mountain at Varallo is merely a stage prop.
However as an emblem of Christian faith, the mountain symbolizes separation from
mundane things, transcendence, transfiguration, transformation, epiphany and
permanence. It can also be seen as an interruption in the expanse of profane space.
Terrain or a place's distinct spatial effect present symbolic connection; in this case,
symbolism of pilgrimage and Christian identity:
When I concluded that the hill possessed no special historical meaning, I said
nothing about the way in which it--as opposed to a valley or a piece of flat land-
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was meaningful. Sanctification is not the only grounds for spatial meanings. The
pilgrims who spent days climbing the slopes and walking from chapel to chapel
were enacting an ancient form of ritual with very specific spatial and topographic
meanings . . . .The act of making an ascent, separating oneself from one's normal
surroundings, searching for an other-worldly orientation, wandering, becoming
lofty and reaching the summit and the center of the world was the way in which
these pilgrims . . . realized for themselves what they believed to be their true
nature.(Leatherbarrow, p. 109)

Bernadino first used a found condition, which was strongly connected to Christian
values, to set up the intended experience. This thesis suggests that place is understood
through an exploration of its inherent symbolism and that this search is an ongoing
process; a process about revealing the nature of locus. Symbol is not merely a
representative facade but imbued with the idea itself; there is an interconnectedness and
ambiguity of sign and what it signifies.
At V arallo you see a direct relationship to the art of memory and its importance in
the creation of place · and meaning. The pilgrimage route consisted of a number of chapels
inspired by the "Stations of the Cross": a number of stopping places symbolizing the
recreation of Christ's experiences on the road to Calvary: "Up steep slopes and across the
terraces the pilgrim was directed through dense woods, openings in tree screens and
architecturally built up area. From a temple with a colonnaded porch, toward and beyond
an arcaded rotunda, the pilgrim entered, contemplated, and passed through a sequence of
clearly distinct spaces. The rule of uniqueness of place is beautifully celebrated at
Varallo." (Leatherbarrow, p. 1 14 Varallo shows how the use of solid and void and
different architectural styles set up specific spaces that are created for specific meaning.
. As with the Art of Memory, the combination of specific place and image imbues Varallo
with powerful meaning; a place of spiritual reckoning. This "rule ofuniqueness" is a
fundamental aspect of the thesis project. A set of places are created in hope of presenting
the complex story of Bethlehem Steel.
Yates relates how memory was developed with specific rules: "Memory loci
should not be too much like one another . . . they should be of moderate size, not too large
for this renders the pictures placed on them vague, and not too small. . . They must not be
too brightly lighted. . . nor must they be too dark. . . the interval between the loci should be
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of moderate extent." (Yates, p. 7,8) The places the orator mentally constructs, then, need
to be separate and distinct. The construction of this place is important because it becomes
the vessel of any speech. The "places" are integral to the notion of order and sequence.
With a sufficiently differentiated set of loci, disorientation is avoided. Just as you can
mentally draw a picture of the rooms in your house, the orator intimately knows the
distinct places and their relation to one another. Memory is dependent on place in the
same way the image takes on meaning and coherence in its surrounding. Our own
comprehension can be seen as having connection to spatial differentiation. In his
Exercises, Loyola stresses "seeing the place" and states ''this is a mental exercise

whereby the imagination struggled to clothe an idea with visible form."(Leatherbarrow,
p. 1 1 2) The practice of memory surfaces as a mode of structuring and comprehending the
world.
Hegel and the Act of Revealing

The power of imagery is released through our direct involvement in arranging our world.
Yet it also involves the collective memory of society and/or place. Images and icons of
our society are passed down for remembrance and reinterpretation. Creation of meaning
is partly about revealing existing forms. "Revealing" is a term that links themes of this
thesis.
"Art liberates the true content of phenomena from the pure appearance of this bad,
transitory world, and gives them a higher actuality, born of the spirit. Thus, far from
being mere appearance, a higher reality and truer existence is to be ascribed to the
phenomena of art in comparison with [those of] ordinary reality." (Hegel, p.9)
Hegel argues for artistic creation as a means of transporting us between two levels of
experience: ordinary and higher reality. And it appears that this process is partly one
about revealing: Hegel implies that truth is latent within the world and so only needs our
"liberation." This perspective is quite different than a philosophy that is geared in finding
inspiration from "somewhere else". There is a frightening as well as hopeful aspect to
· this perspective. On one hand, you wonder about the world imposing a structure that
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represses a natural liberation. Interestingly, Hegel uses the word "bad" in context with
transitory. It appears the world, in spite of holding certain ungraspable truths, still needs
continuous reevaluation and discovery as a way of us understanding this "true content."
On the other hand, there is solace in believing that this "true content" and higher reality"
exists as a part of this world and is even rooted within it. Artistic creation is the vehicle
for uncovering some transcendent reality that enhances our lives.
Hegel sees spirit as a kind of all encompassing body of this world. His
interpretation of it appears connected to the idea of harmony. Our individual and
collective understanding is only as great as our accordance with this spirit. Quoting A. L.
Hirt, Hegel relates
That the basis for a just criticism of beauty in art and for the
formation of taste is the concept of the characteristic . . . He then further
defines the perfect as 'what corresponds with its aim, what nature or art
intended to produce in the formation of the object within its genus or
species'. It follows then that, in order to form our judgment of beauty, we
must d�ect our observation so far as possible to the individual marks
which constitute the essence of a thing [ein Wesen ], since it is just these
marks which constitute its characteristic. By 'character' as a law of art
Hirt understands 'that specific individuality whereby forms, movement
and gesture, mein and expression, local color, light and shade,
chiaroscuro, and bearing are distinguished, and indeed, as the previously
envisaged object demands' .(Hegel, p. 1 7)
The creative act involves a certain amount of fate. The degree of its
greatness or perfection is in direct correlation to its "aim," which in turn is not
arbitrary but "what nature intended to produce". Nature or art is a state greater
than human comprehension. Human beings place is within the greater structure of
nature and yet we are not always conscious or aware of this place. Again, art's
role may be seen as liberating truths by revealing existence.
Just as important to this thesis, an object's perfection is defined by its
surroundings. Transcendence is achieved through understanding the order �d
place and relationships structuring our world. Reference to genus or species
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emphasizes the important link between creation and the body and family in which
the creation takes place.
This thesis uses forms of rhetoric and assemblage in connection to this
idea of transcendence through revealing. Concepts like imagery and symbology
inform the way in which architecture is framed, presented and revealed. Also,
"revealing" is a philosophy for how architecture deals with site. Our designs are
inspired by our surroundings. At the same time, design is used to recreate our
surroundings: "Sacred places are always both remembered and invented."
(Leatherbarrow, p. 1 07)
The Art of Assemblage

"Every work of art is an incarnation: an investment of matter with spirit. The term
'assemblage' has been singled out, with this duality in mind, to denote not only a specific
technical procedure . . . but also a complex of attitudes and ideas. "(Seitz, p. 10)
In a Louise Nevelson work, assemblage questions the relation of space,
arrangement and object or image. See figure 3. Her decision to transform space through
shallow relief creates unique places in which she positions objects. These objects are
often "found" and architectural: chair legs, architectural fragments, etc .. Her
constructions are unique re-presentation of objects. A key component to this thesis is the
notion of transforming the "found"; investing object and image with new meaning
through this "re-presentation." Also, geometric objects, crisp lines, display as diorama,
and the compositions monochromatic treatment call attention to the recreation of space
and an objects transformation when put within these spaces. Thus, assemblage may be
compared to the processes of the Art of Memory. An important aspect of the art is
creating impressions though the powerful relations between space and image.
As assemblage, architecture is created through a grouping and manipulation of
specific elements, and evolves as a construction expressing the relationship of parts to
whole. At a detail level, choice of material, object and positioning are critical in
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Figure 3. Louise Nevelson:
Royal Tide 1 (1960)
Source: Seitz

determining effect. At a larger scale, consideration of how individual elements are
arranged and joined creates a specific compositional character and coherence. Within
assemblage, you experience this duality of part and whole which is compelling in its
tension and simultaneity.
While the basic idea of objects relation within an artistic composition can be
traced back to ancient time, ideas leading to modem assemblage were being explored in
the end of the 19th century and reveal important concepts in assemblage.4 In early Manet
paintings, you see a flattening of space and form leading to an emphasis on juxtaposition.
The artist begins to play with the subversion of space in order to call our attention to the
differences between elements of the composition. Cezanne furthered this practice with
compelling results. See figure 4.
4

The same questioning of structural issues occurred in literature of the time. Mallarme pushed the
idea of arrangement without losing site of coherence. His line "A throw of the dice-never-will abolish
chance" presents a complete sentence that is fragmented as a way to present four separate ideas. Roger
Shattuck explains the poet's position in literary history "Juxtaposition in modem literature began where
Mallarme stopped. He reached a point from which any advance must abandon the possibility of meaning in
the classical sense." (Seitz, p. 13) On the other hand, Guillaume Apollinaire's poetry as early as 1 908 began
forming as an assemblage of disparate parts; pushing convention and exploring the effect of different word
combinations, regardless of how mundane they may be.
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Figure 4. Cezanne: Fields at Bellevue. (1 885)
Source: Harris

Many of Cezanne' s landscapes consisting of earth and building appear split and
fractured. He breaks down objects that are easily associable into discrete elements;
thereby testing our comprehension of the world. Earth and building are reworked into as
studies in light/darkness, colliding geometries, and contrasting forms. His work creates a
tension between the comprehensible and incomprehensible-simultaneous conditions in a
multifaceted world. His landscapes are a testament to the artist and the times: "Caught
between a love of the past and a commitment to the future, he struggled with the problem
of relating parts and aspects to the wholes that they compose-articulating an embracing
change in realization that found its most illuminating explanation in Gestalt psychology."
(Seitz, p. 1)
As a part of the Futurist manifesto, Filippo Marinnetti called for abolishing all
traditional devices that give a rational continuity to word images. Figure 5 shows the
elimination of distinction between literary and visual arrangement. Here and in other
works, attention is focused on the uncharacteristic use of material. Promoting issues of
freedom from convention, Futurism was most concerned with the political and social
ideology behind the images. Aesthetic issues like materiality were secondary.
Nevertheless, their influence upon assemblage is undeniable. Dada and surrealism were
other movements that were to have an effect on assemblage. They pushed the notion of
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Figure 5 . Tommaso Marinetti.

A Tumultuous Assembly. (19 19).

Source: Seitz

Figure 6. Max Eamst. (1934). .
Source: Seitz

juxtaposition and the ability to entertain the validity of randomness and disassociation.
Dada relied on the shock value of contrasting objects as a way of testing our assumptions.
As a movement, _it questioned concepts like beauty and ugliness. Dada embraced any
relief and commentary upon forms of authority.· Surrealism used this concept of
unexpected combinations as a way of creating dreamlike contexts that probed our
subconscious. See Figure 6.
Cubist painting explored the recession and proj ection of compositional obj ects
relative to each other. In this way, artist's were not concerned with the Renaissance
concept of space ; the attempt at realistically expressing depth through the use of
vanishing point. Instead, Cubism "became an art of the close-up that dealt with what was,
literally as well as figuratively, 'close at hand. "'( Seitz p.22) Cubism lead to the concepts
of I .spatiality that is primarily about a limited field and one that serves only the objects
of composition and 2. focusing on the obj ects themselves. Emphasizing a separation of
the elements of a composition questions meaning behind the individual image. Yates
describes the importance of the image's clarity. Movements like Cubism and later
assemblage allude to this id�a that distinction of objects within our visual language effect
the power of our communication. See Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Pablo Picasso:
Still Life with Chair Caning. ( 1 9 1 1)
Source: Seitz

Assemblage, as a practice and an idea, engages the broad themes of place and
memory. The objects we value and the way we arrange them in space helps create the
character of a place. 1bink of most bedrooms: the character of our private space is
created by those things with which we surround ourselves. Memory, working hand in
hand with place, is the ability of this "character" to make an impression on our psyche.
Joseph Cornell's shadow boxes can be thought of as spaces of collected memory. 5 His
arrangement of found objects, or artifacts from daily life, is his attempt at capturing the
ever-fleeting moment. Assemblage can be a regulator of our private and collective
response. See Figure 8.
On the concept underlying the notion of assemblage and collage, Guillaume
Apollinaire states: "Psychologically it is of no importance that this visible image be
composed of fragments of spoken language, for the bond between these fragments is no
longer the logic of grammar but an ideographic logic culminating in an order of spatial
disposition totally opposed to discursive juxtaposition . . . It is the opposite of narration,
narration is of all literary forms the one which most requires discursive logic." (Seitz
p.1 5) In assemblage, we see the conflation of language into space and form.
5 See Cornell precedent study.
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Figure 8 : Joseph Cornell: Untitled (Paul and Virginia. ( 1946)
Source: Waldman
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II
Goals of Thesis: Architectural Issues Investigated
1. Study of Assemblage.
The project explores how this art helps you find meaning and power in object and
space. The design involves some of the major ideas of assemblage:
a. Juxtaposition.
b. Manipulation of space.
c. Dissociation/association- unexpected arrangement of objects, images, and
materials.
d. Structure--creating unity out of parts.
e. Relation of space and image.
2. Study of Rhetoric in Architecture and how it may illuminate an architecture of
Assemblage.
Rhetorical issues are easily transferable from the medium of words to. that of
image, object and material. Rhetorical study is a way of understanding and
ordering structur� and composition. It offers a kind of vocabulary aiding in
transforming building into architecture. In particular, the project incorporates
concepts found in the study of the Art of Memory as well as the following
concepts:
a. Imagery as a part of memory.
b. Experiential-how you describe and convey place while intentionally
involving the senses.
c. Symbology -machine aesthetic.
d.

Movement through space.

3. Locus/place
A major design intention is to reflect and enhance the character of a special place.
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An objective is to unpack the idea of place or "loci"; uncovering its links to
memory, image and object as well as understanding the important connection
between object and place.
4. Site as found object.
In relation to this process of creation, the site becomes the central force in
architeture. The imagery and place of Bethlehem Steel becomes a powerful
precedent to inform a design that is meant to bridge its past with its future.
5. The machine aesthetic and its relation to this site.
Investigate how this attitude may contribute to Bethlehem's identity/character.
6. The Sublime.
Incorporate and elevate this existing characteristic of the site.
7. Scale: mega-scale and industry.
8. Study of Materiality.
"I would have great difficulties to overcome if I tried· to make a wooden sculpture
without paying any attention to the texture of the wood, the way its fiber has
grown. The mature wood, with its specific character and the direction of its grain,
provides me with a starting point for the eventual form." -Alvar Aalto
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III
Project and Scope
Bethlehem Heritage Site and Steel Museum: An Intervention in a
Symbol of the American Landscape.
This project connects the major concepts of the thesis with a possible historic
site, the now defunct Bethlehem Steel Works in Bethlehem, PA.(fig. 9-13) As a leader
throughout the twentieth century of the U.S. Steel Industry, "The Steel," as it is known
· locally, has a commanding historical and physical presence in the Lehigh Valley. After
its flagship closed in 1 995, parts of its structure remain intact. A large operation is
underway to salvage and reuse the extensive four-mile tract of immense warehouse mills
and an arresting series of blast furnaces that �ominate the landscape.

Figure 9. Bethlehem Steel on the Lehigh River.
Source:, Bergeron

Figure 1 0. Blast Furnaces.
Source: author
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Figure 1 1 . Map of Bethlehem circa 1 886.
Source: author's photo of historic map.

Figure 1 2. "Blast Furnace C from Catwalk."
Source: Garn
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A major impetus behind this effort is a local and federal mandate to maintain
evidence of our industrial past; the understanding that we need to maintain the physical
markings in our human made landscape to fully appreciate our local and national history.
Many similar plants have long been raised resulting in brown-field development.
However, in Bethlehem redevelopment is· infused within the object of history; history is
energized by the site and its industrial artifacts. Johann Luth, architect involved with
restoring Volklingen Iron Works (a UNESCO -World Heritage site) makes a good point
about appreciating the quality of these sites: "These complexes remain comprehensible
only if they are not robbed of their monumental size ... Neunkirchen was our Waterloo.
People learned that they had lost a lot of important things."(Mead, p.32)6
This thesis project is an intervention. An important question that arises is how to
respond to Bethlehem Steel's presence. Its massive scale and dominating presence must
be dealt with carefully and strategically. The proposed design should develop its own
architectural stance and yet one that is inextricably connected with Bethlehem Steel;
ultimately enhancing site versus becoming a benign "hands off" statement.
Understanding the design as "intervention" begins an answer to the question of
engagement.
Part of design development comes through a studied perception of the site's form
and history. This design involves a certain amount of archeology that may reveal latent
facts about the site. A hope is that the design process not only is informed by its site but
begins to reveal the site's incredible complexity.
This site offers the possibility to reconnect a unique place with its history. It
presents the opportunity to not o�y �ake space for artifacts from our industrial past but
also make a s�tement about the comple� forces that both forged and depleted this place.
The architectural maneuverings are no only about renovating a defunct industrial site but
6

Revival of m:dustrial sites in Germany appears to be especially popular. While Lutz favors a more
conservative approach: "The first intervention is no intervention. . . We don't embark on a major program of
reconstruction. I love the Mediteranean culture of handling monuments, where they look after the patina
and only repair what is really necessary."(Meade, p.32) Coincidental to this thesis, Lutz states: "Stones
don't tell on their own. We must tell with the stones." However, Meade points out that "This telling is
largely done by the guides who lead the two hour tours." Lutz's stance is contrasted by landscape architect
Peter Latz, who uses the concept of intervention with wonderful results. See case study and his other
works.
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illuminating our history and societal issues for present and future generations. As Perez
Gomez observes: "Because of their irrepressible desire to disclose a symbolic order,
architects have traditionally sought to provide individual existence with the built world
that reflects the purpose of social institutions and of life in general ...Far from being
merely an aesthetic or technical concern, architecture seeks to set human action within an
'appropriate' frame, fulfilling this reconciliatory role despite man's tendency to control
and dominate fellow human beings and the environment." (Perez-Gomez, p.56)

Site Selection

The Bethlehem· site offers intriguing connections to my thesis. Even in what
physically remains here, you perceive an endless collection of images within inhabitable
space. Every space and structure within its gates is filled with memory; an assemblage of
artifacts and events. See Figure 1 4. This thesis contends that architecture may help
present the story of this place.

Figure 14. Powerhouse.
Source: Mead
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As an object that was created in a by-gone era and curiously existing within the
present, Bethlehem Steel conveys a sense of both life and death. Wal.king through the
site, you feel the presence of the · structures and their history, while sensing a loss and the
inevitable continuation of time. See Figure 1 5. This project intends to use the connected
issues of place, form and meaning to support and enhance the complexities contained
within the site: coexistence of life and death, of history and artifact, and the relation of
industrial age to our post industrial culture.·
Bethlehem Steel was once the heart of the Bethlehem community. With a strong
influx of immigrants, the existence of Lehigh University and the colonial Moravian
settlement, this area has a rich and varied tradition. But throughout the first half of the
20th century, the steel mill undeniably formed the body and pulse of the community.
Bethlehem is a good example of the integral relation of place and a place's form. As the
area's predominant employer, Bethlehem brought individuals together in a unique
situation and their shared experiences created a collective memory. In a sense, many of
Bethlehem's families were formed by the steel industry. Though the work was dangerous
and difficult, steel workers reminisce with a sense of pride in being a part of something
spec1" al 7

Figure 15. Exterior ofNo.2 Machine Shop.
Source: author
7

A number of documentaries have been produced capturing the steelworkers telling stories of their
experience. For more information on exploring the steel-worker's experience contact the Steelworkers'
Archive (steelworkersarchives@yahoo.com).
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Bethlehem is partly a study in the interdependence of place and its people; and
their fusion over time. This thesis focuses on the object-space relationship and extends to
the particularities that makes space a place. The influence of these "particularities" shape
the physical and human landscape. 8
This thesis engages Bethlehem Steel with the intention of expressing the power
and complexity of the site. Bethlehem Steel may be considered as a kind of assemblage.
Its history is more appropriately viewed as a collection of events and artifacts than as a
seamless, connected story. Part of the challenge of this project is grasping the essence of
Bethlehem's disparate but rich history and manifesting it through design.
The Ethical Dimension: Question of Place and the "Historic Site"

A choice to create a kind a heritage site begs some of those fundamental questions
about place: Do all places have a spirit? Are some places inherently good, and some bad?
Many find Bethlehem a powerful symbol of the history and development of our country.
Bethlehem is a memory of the immensity of our industrial past and a reminder of how our
country has changed. Walking around its cavernous mills and towering blast furnaces you
may even experience a sense of loss of an era and our abilities in industry. Others would
take one look at this place and think of pollution, sweatshop labor and its disruptive mark
on the landscape. Whether or not you see a compelling beauty in the vastness of some of
its spaces or sense the enormity of its history, the uniqueness of this place undeniably
forms a sense of place. In contrast, gauging the degree of goodness or badness of a place
is more elusive. Nevertheless, important in this discussion is how these questions provoke
the architect to understand his attitude toward place as well as his role in responding to it.

8

In "The Poetics of the Architectural Setting", David Leatherbarrow show the connection between place
and its people in an analysis of Edgar Allen Poe's "The Fall of the House of Usher." In this story Roderich
Usher and his mansion represent each other demonstrating a theme in Poe: ''the ego's radical inherence in
its physical surroundings." Setting is not only place but also a reflection of human character. As artifice, the
author's constructed world is meant to embody and complement action. Poe sets up a fusion of character
and place in a kind of primordial "condensate" that pervades the story. Leatherbarrow's main point is to
clarify how literary description contributes to architectural understanding. Understanding the profound link
between the built world and character development enhances architectural production.
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Why and for whom do we create "historic sites"? Preserving this place may
fulfill an individual desire, but ultimately it serves the collective. Rossi speaks of the
genus loci and refers to forms that become the essence of our society. He claims that
through these "forms" our society is structured and a collective memory is maintained; an
essential aspect of creating place out of space. In Bethlehem, we understand an important
time in history and its connection to who we are today. Whether we have good or bad
feelings about the "place", the case for preservation deals with our society's need of a
memory of itself.
These questions lead directly to role of the architect; the figure behind the sites
"re-creation." Indeed, they should always be in mind throughout the design process. Only
by continually attempting to discern a place's essence or genus loci can the architect
arrive at a successful design. In this case, the responsibility is not merely adaptive re-use,
but an intent to·reveal the enormous complexity of this place's history; part of which is to
address those conflicting attitudes referred to above. This view assumes that the architect
has the ability "tell the story" of this place through the art of architecture. How can the
architect undertake this responsibility? The first step is more in the hands of town
planners and people who make the decisions before commissioning the architect.
There are numerous ways to view and treat the concept of a historic -site. Of
course, tearing the place down is a reality; this has been the common sad fate of similar
places; as was the case for the mills in Pittsburgh. But once a geographic fixation is lost,
place becomes only an abstraction within the history books. Some preservationists would
argue that the best way to maintain a place' authenticity is a hands-off approach. And yet
even this unobtrusive philosophy changes a place and our view of it forever. Once the
label of historic place is applied, the mundane is given a kind of sacred quality. For
Bethlehem, this treatment would not be feasible due to the immense scale of the site; you
have to wonder what people would do in this place of abandoned mills and furnaces.
Intervening within its fabric appears to be the best idea both economically as well
as for the society. Adaptive reuse maintains the basic structures while at the same time
infusing them with a new reality and a way the public can truly interact with the historic
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place. Adaptive reuse may be viewed as a more ethically sound decision for the
community.
Once a direction for the project is realized, architecture then becomes integral to
the vision of a "re-creation" of a place; or an attempt to fuse a place's tradition with a
movement into the future. In an interesting twist, a project that has so much to do with
preserving the collective memory is suddenly left to the devices of an individual.
Certainly the architect gathers opinions from the community, but at some point the
community relinquishes a certain amount of control to the professional designer for the
definition and execution of the design. In this way, the architect has incredible
responsibility.
Design questions of style, concept and attitude fundamentally change a project
and site like Bethlehem. How does architecture tell this story that so much needs to be
told? In "Space-Time and the Politics of Location" Doreen Massey questions our

treatment of history through a discussion of Rachel Whiteread's sculpture House. See
Figure 16. She argues that the piece's curious placement and inversion of forms and

space push us to rethink our place in the world. Massey contrasts this kind of
presentation with the historical "re-creations" you commonly find in historical sites. She
is fair to point out that these "re-creations" freeze a moment in time, and so have some
validity. Yet, she also relates that they restrict the room for interpretation and
imagination. Instead of questioning memory and pre-given understandings of the
past .... they provide them readymade."(Massey, p.55)
Plans for Bethlehem can be informed by this discussion. What forms should the
new design take? Down the street Bethlehem has begun a re-development phase by
introducing new technologies. Due to their proximity to the steel mill, the buildings were
designed· with the intention of responding to the historic structures in the mill. · With
clerestories and antiquated stylistic convention, these buildings show a resemblance the
grand buildings of Bethlehem Steel. However, style ends at the decorative level. The
historic mills w�re all designed for very specific reasons. Most of their elements were
integrated with the pUl'pOse of steel-making. You cannot claim these new buildings have
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Figure 16. Racheal Whiteread:
House. (1993)
Source: Massey

a similar connection of form and function. Indeed, they appear to be caught in a kind of
"neither here nor there" state.
Further, you have to question the program; what we will do in the historic site?
Should the site be merely demonstrations of steel making surrounded by shops and
hotels? How does a design attempt to reveal a deeper sense of place (as my thesis
contends architecture can and should); one that conveys the loss, the lives and the
conflicting emotions that we have toward this part of our history?
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IV
Site Analysis
Bethlehem Today and General Site Selection

Bethlehem is composed of diverse areas. See Figures 17-20. Main Street is now a
thriving historic district. It edges a well-preserved Moravian settlement that contains a
campus and various museums. Located at the beginning of Main Street, the Center
Moravian Church is a focal point in town; its belfry is one of the highest points on the
skyline. See Figure 18. Surrounding the Moravian Settlement is an established residential
district. Nisky Hill cemetery lies adjacent to the plant, on the other side of the Lehigh
River. See Figure 19.
South Bethlehem was home to many immigrant workers throughout the steel
mills operation and is still an ethnically diverse neighborhood. It is also home to Lehigh
University, situated on the slope of the ridge bordering the south part of the town.
Bethlehem Steel occupies much of the city's river frontage. Route 3 78 is the main access
into town, connecting the downtown with Route 22; the main highway connecting
Allentown-Bethlehem and Easton. The Fahy Bridge is another main traffic connection
between the south side and the town center. Interstate 78 is easily accessible to South
Bethlehem. See Figure 21a.
Although Bethlehem grew with steel making, the plant's closing did not spell out
the town's ruin. New technologies have ameliorated the gradual economic decline of
Bethlehem Steel. Tourism and Lehigh University also play a part in the local economics.
The part of the mill west of Steefko Bridge is a strategically situated brown
field.See Figure 21b. It contain many of the site's historic buildings. Located close to the
main bridges and town center, its development would help revitalize the area. The eastern
part of the site is . less desirable location for the project because of its isolation from the
activity of downtown; separated by the enormity of the main plant, scarcity of bridges
and a neighborhood that begins to disintegrate away from the vitality of south-side center.
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Figure 1 7. Bethlehem 1 960s.
Source: Schwarz

Figure 1 8. Central Church.
Source: Schwartz

Figure 19. Steel Plant from Ninsky Hill.
Source: Schwartz
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Figure 2 1 a. Diagram-Circulation to Site.
Source: author

Figw-e 2 1 b. Diagram-Visual Connections.
Source: author
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Site Specific
Bethlehem Steel encompasses over 4 square miles along the Lehigh River in
South Bethlehem. In this project, the western part of the site (west of Steefko Bridge) is
treated as the heritage site. See Figure 22. This area contains many of the historic
structures on the site; powerful as physical presences and as historical markers. See
Figures 23 and 24.
Bethlehem was a place subject to the demands of function. While its structures
were often meticulously designed, they were always treated to better serve the processes
of steel and iron production. At times, Bethlehem's construction appeared to be fast and
furious. Buildings were quickly erected and tom down depending on the newest
technology. In the mid1990's Bethlehem Steel expired, and yet another stage of its site's
transformation begun. Less significant structures were razed to make room for the
redevelopment. Although many of its buildings have been removed, the site is still
relatively dense. 9 See figure 25 and 26. Also, a major pattern that is uncovered in a kind
of site archeology is the extensive rail system that was once the blood-line of this place.
See Figure 27.

Figure 22. Bethlehem Steel Looking East
Source: Garn
9

Especially compared to other comprable steel mill sites-most are non-existent or remain as a one or two
structure remnant. (i.e The Carrie furnace of Pittsburgh's U.S. Steel's site) .
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Figure 23 . Early Plan 1 850's.
Source: Bethlehem Worlcs
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Figure 24. Plan .
Source: Bethlehem Works
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Figure 25. Present Arial.
Source: Lehigh Planning

Figure 26. Existing (black) and Removed (grey) Structures.
Source: author

Figure 27. Pre-existing Rail System Within the Site.
Source: author
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Another important aspect of the site is its proximity and connection to South
Bethlehem. Figure 28 shows a sharp division between th� world of steel making and its
surrounding neighborhood. The grey zone suggests the need to develop this boundary as
a part of a maserplan; possibly creating a more pedestrian friendly greenway. Figure 29
suggests that a new axis can be created to physically connect these two areas. With a
slight reconfiguration of Hayes Street, you find a dramatic approach sequence to the site.
Figure 30 shows the gateway condition created by the blast furnaces and the slice cut into
the open-hearth structure (which lies in front of the No. 2 Machine Shop). This area is the
culmination of the axis and as a plaza could serve as a nexus of the site. Figure 3 0-32. Its
centered position places the visitor in contact with the Blast Furnaces, No. 2 Machine
Shop, and Powerhouse.
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Figure 28. Boundary Condition
Source: author

Figure 29. Diagram ofNew Axis.
Source: author
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Figure 30. Gateway
Source: author

Figure 3 1 . Openhearth
Source: author

Figure 32. Diagram of Axis and Cross Axis.
Source: author
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The Mill has been a dominant physical presence within the community since the

latter part of the 1 9th century. I see the. fascinating history of Bethlehem as a primary

precedent and a vast resource of form and insp�i-ation.

10

See Figures 33-35.

A bizarre- skyline rising above Bethlehem's neighborhood, the presence of the

blast furnaces is appreciated from almost everywhere in the city. See Figure 35. Arriving

at the site, you are immediately �truck by the complexity and scale of this

conglomeration. . Towering above the site, �ethlehem's Furnaces are � orchestration of

elements into a coherent whole created through a logic of function and invention. Tubes,

scaffolding and more dominant primary forms create a composition that evokes

simultaneous order and disorder. The extent of complexity alone sets up a kind of order,

which relies on your perceiving a curious, dynamic continuation of parts. Experientially,

it prevents the viewer from understanding the structure in its entirety; thereby instilling a
sense of the sublime. Edmund Burke's attempt to define the nature of "the sublime" in his

philosophical Inquiry ( 1 756) is reminiscent of the Bethlehem experience: "To make

anything very terrible, obscurity seems in general to be necessary. When we know the

full extent of any danger, when we can accustom our eyes, a great deal of the

apprehension vanishes." The scale of Bethlehem's buildings and their extended vistas

create the impression of an other-worldly place; a place too large to be entirely
comprehended. This sense of bigger-than-life grandeur felt throughout the site should be

incorporated in the final design. The "sublime" an essential part of the "place" of

Bethlehem.

° For a brief history see Appendix B. For a complete history refer to volume 1 1 of The Canal History
Technology Symposium., The Auto biography of John Fritz(l 9 1 3) , A Nation of Steel, and Alexander
Holley and the Makers of Steel. Also refer to the resources of the Canal Museum (Easton) and the
Bethlehem Steel archives.
1
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Figure 3 3 . Steel Production.
Source: Kemmer Museum

Figure 34. Steel Pouring.
Source: Schwartz
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Figure 3 5. Blastfurnace.
Source: author
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V
Program Selection
This project offers a general masterplan in creating a heritage site. It focuses on a
steel museum agenda; an exhibition of the artifacts and process of steel making and its
history. It uses existing structures (the No. 2 Machine Shop) to house the main body of
the museum. As an intervention, the power of this place is enhanced though a design
interacting directly and intimately with what already exists. Infusing a program about
steel production within a place so integral to its history creates a provocative fusion of
place and memory. Tables 1-3 give an approximate size of the major public and private
spaces. The existing structures on the site are ideal for this kind of museum. The vast
space of the No.2 machine shop can easily manage larger pieces and its operational heavy
cranes would be incredibly useful for the movement of industrial artifacts. See Figure 36.

Figure 36. No. 2 Machine Shop. 2002
Source: author
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. Table 1 - Public

-

Space

Main Lobby
Ticketing/Reception
Coatroom
Men's restrooms
Men's restrooms
First aid/storage
Multipurpose meeting
room
Cafe (with kitchen)
Sculpture garden
Total

Description

Area (rt2>

Entrance to Steel Museum
Windows provide access to lobby.
Manned coat check.
ADA accessible with on off main lobby.
ADA accessible with on off main lobby.
Near restrooms.
Near cafe.

5000
200
200
700
700
200
600

Seats 1 00 with access to outd?or garden
patio

1 500
12,300

Table 2 - Gallery
Space
Permanent
Exhibition

1 . Steel Process

2.Story of Steel
History
3 .Machine gallery
4.Demonstration
Gallery

Total permanent
exhibition
Temporary
Exhibits

Description

Composed of four main areas. All would
include textual and pictoral information as
well as exhibitions of artifacts.

Area (ft2>

Gallery used to explain the process of
1 0,000
steel production. Includes an omni-max
type of theater to simulate the experience
of steel making.
Gallery dedicated to historical
1 5,000
documentation of steel development and
Bethlehem. Includes a small theater.
Gallery for machines and large artifacts.
20000
An interactive/demonstration area placed 1 0000
in the Open hearth building lying adjacent
to the No.2 Machine shop. This
component of the museum is only a
designation and is not included in this
design project
55,000
10,000

--
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Table 3 - Private
�·

Administration

Director office
Other Offices

Includes conference rooms and
restrooms
4 including program administration,
accounting, volunteer coordination and
business developement
General administration
· General administration
General administration

Clerical Room
Office Supply
Mail/Photocopy
Room
General administration
Reception area
General administration
Staff Conference
Staff Kitchen/Lounge General administration
General administration
Computer room
Curator office
Curator Assistants
Private
Library and visiting
scholar office
Staff restrooms
Security Monitoring Located at two points
Entrance for security
and changing room
TOTAL
Non-Public Art and
Miscelaneous

Dirty workshop
Temporary Exhibit
Storage
Documentation
Center
Curatorial workroom
Clean workshop
Exhibit Staging
Loading Dock
Crate Storage

TOTAL

300
4 @ 200
excluding circulation
200
200
1 00
300
200
500
300
300
1 50
300
1 00
300
50
4,100

2000
1 0000
500

Located next to loading dock

1 000
1 000
1 000
1 000
2000

18,500
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VI
Program Analysis
This project will encompass a variety of spatial zones in that may be compared to
Peter Latz' work; specifically his treatment of a site as layers of experience. 1 1 'The design
must question the connections between the indoor and outdoor spaces developed in the
masterplan as well as connection between the museum, . site artifacts, and imported
artifact. The experience of distinct and unique .spaces is an important part of the museum
and general site plan. Structure and garden space will be varied dependant upon its
position in relation to specific structures and functions of the site. For instance, you can
imagine a specific kind of garden space in front of the blast furnaces as a way of
engaging the design with the artifact: and the subsequent tension between garden and
machine as is shown in the case study. 12 In this example, juxtaposition is employed for a
compelling effect.
Through the reuse of the No. 2 machine shop, gallery space is practically
unlimited. However, a design question is .how to break up the space without obstructing
the structure's amazing vistas. See Figure 36. Wilkenson Eyre demonstrates a strategy for
dealing with this situation in his Magma Museum of Rotherdam. He inserts a steel
museum into a very similar mill by creating four display areas that are to be interpreted as
metaphor for the steel process. The �arth, air, water and fire pavilion-the element of
steel production-are formed to express their theme. The air pavilion is a white canvas,
blimp-like structure. From a distance it appears to float within the vastness of the space.
Each pavilion maintains a controlled environment, while the rest of the interior space is
left untouched at ambient temperature. For the scale of this project, it was not economical
to insulate the entire shed. See Figure 37.
Although Eyre's design solves the problem of a controlled environment in a
massive space, I would argue that its pavilion's spatial/experiential qualities are not as

11
12

See precedent study
See figure 53.
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Figure 37. Air Pavilion.
Source: wilkensoneyre.com

convincing. As containers, Eyres spaces are hermetically sealed from its mill
environment; somewhat limiting the connection between architectural space and place.
For Bethlehem, the infrastructure already exists for a functioning museum. But
part of its success relies on an architecture that explores and enhances the relation
between object and space. Museums are receptacles for emblem's of the past and
consequently also frame our view of history.
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VII
Preliminary Studies
Investigating the concepts of this thesis, I began by constructing collages and
assemblages, which gathered forms and images of Bethlehem Steel and the steel-making
process. See figures 38-42. These constructions test the power ofjuxtaposition and the
importance of strategic connection in arranging disparate elements into a new work.
Through collage and assemblage, the whole becomes greater than the sum of its parts. At
the same time, the parts invest the work with multiple layers of meaning. Further, an
aspect of "play" is revealed. Through careful connection, an element's meaning may
begin to change. For instance in figure 40 you find elements like the drawing of a boats
armor (located on the right hand side of the collage) that has been inverted and
subsequently appears more like a spatial and architectural form. Similarly, these pieces
challenge how we norm_ally read objects visually: in aforementioned collage, you
discover that solids may be read as voids and voids as· solids. In this way, this process
begins to allow for simultaneous visual readings. This condition of "simultaneity" is
especially relevant in this project for it becomes a way to deal with the Bethlehem's
already inherent complexity. In architecture, the possibility of gathering form and image
becomes a practice in re-creating space and experience that is infused with the spirit of
the place. These studies began to reveal the transformative powers of the art of collage
and assemblage.
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Figure 41. Collage IIL
Source: author.

Figure 42. Bessemer Collage.
Source: author
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VIII

The Design: Bethlehe� Heritage Site and Steel Museum
Masterplan
The first part of my design involves a preliminary masterplan. See Figure 43.
Bethlehem is too complicated a site to simply pick one building and ignore the rest of its
context. In other words, there needs to be a general vision for what this site is to become.
How to respond to the site is a fu.ndamentai question. Our response not only forever
changes this place but also will influence the way people view the site for generations to
come. Bethlehem Steel's massive scale and dominating presence must be dealt with
carefully and strategically. The proposed design aims to develop a unique architectural
stance and yet one that is inextricably connected to the site; ultimately enhancing site
versus becoming a benign "hands-off' statement. Understanding the design as
"intervention" begins to answer the question of how this project engages the site.
This site offers the possibility of reconnecting a unique place with is history. It
presents the opportunity to not
. .. only make space for artifacts from our industrial past but
also, more importantly, to make a statement about the complex forces that both forged

and depleted this place. Architecture may renovate a defunct industrial site as well as
illuminate history and societal issues for present and future generations.
The new plan for Bethlehem Steel calls for strategies that work most
appropriately with the complexity of this place. Composed of a series of "Theaters", the
site offers numerous experiences and readings. In this way, �ethl�hem becomes a
collection of moments; each dedicated to a vital aspect of this place's identity. The idea
of ''theater" suggests a visitor's interaction within these spaces as well as a quality of
spectacle. Each theater or moment is dedicated to a fundamental theme relevant to the
site: Memory, Time, History, The Sublime, The Machine, Life and Loss. Some of these
moments are simple landscape moves and pathways that work with important existing
structures, while others are intended as complete transformations of space. The Theater of
Memory, the main focus of this project, is the main steel museum designed within the
No. 2 with Machine Shop.

�

THEATER Of TIM E

Figure 43. Masterpl
an.

Source: author.
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The new plan calls for a new axis and cross axis within the site. By straightening
Hayes Street of South Bethlehem, the city could form a direct link into the site that
capitalizes on the gateway created by the blast furnaces. See Figure 30. Moving the
smaller building that holds the welfare room, the site capitalizes on a powerful entry
condition. The cross axis ties together the rest of the massive site. This cross axis is
paralleled by a rai] system, which already exists, that will transport visitors across the
site. Finally, large parks are the third major component of the development. Each of the
three has a s�ong thematic element, borrowing from forms and images that you would
find in Bethlehem Steel. Although this masterplan is in a .preliminary stage, it begins to
reveal an organization intended to promote the idea of development as an intervention.
This plan hopes to promote an attitude of reverence for this place and to present �ore
than simply ari adaptive reuse project: Preserving and maintaining � much of the existing
order and revealing some of what has been lost is vital.
Theaters

The Theater of Histo9' designates the oldest building on the site as the historical
archive for Bethlehem Steel. See Figure 44. With Jandscaping and a pulled-up grid the
striking juxtaposition of old and new is framed for the viewer; a comment on our
treatment of history as compressed, layered events. See Figure 45.

Figure 44. Theater of History.
Source: author

Figure 45. Sketch of Theater of History.
Source: author
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The Theater of Time is a landscape created within the ruined half of the Bessemer
plant. See Figures 46-49.The landscape can be thought of as a manifestation of the Art of
Memory described by Yates. Progressing through a sequence of places filled with
specific meaning, the individual senses time passing. The footprint of the missing
cruciform is filled with a plan derived from an original plan of Bethlehem. See Figure 48.
The individual spaces in sequence could relate to certain moments in the plant's history.
If the existing cruciform shape is designated as a steel archive, then this landscape
becomes a spatial record of time that would mirror the archive.
Theater of the Sublime responds to the other-worldliness of this site's scale and
space. See Figures 50-52. It is composed of park segments that together form a sequence
paralleling the blast furnaces. See Figure 42a (preliminary study). Each smaller park
responds to a sense of the sublime as well as aspects of transformation.

Figure 46. Ruins of the Bessemer Plant.
Source: author.

Figure 47. Linking the New Landscape to
Existing Bessemer Plant.
Source: author,
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Figure 48. Moravian Plan of Early
Bethlehem Inspires New Plan.
Source: Schwartz.
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Figure 49. Sketch Plan of Theater of
Time.
Source: author.
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Figure 5 1 . Sketch of Theater of the Sublime (plan).
Source: author.
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Figure 5 l a. Sketch of a segment of
Theater of the Sublime.
Source: author.

Figure 52. Location of Theater of Life
and Loss
Source: author.

In this theater, disorientation, the bizarre, liminal conditions and unexpected occurrences
are manifested through landscape. See Figure 5 1 a. The series of parks are intended to
draw the visitor along the sequence under the shadow of the blast furnace.
The Theater of Life and Loss transforms an interstitial space into a great hall. See
Figure 52. This design would be minimal: simply creating a gathering place within the
shell of this shed. Glazing will be applied to the roof to enhance the skeletal structure of
these buildings. The framed view to the blast furnace will be maintained.
As an object that was created in a by-gone era and curiously existing within the
present, Bethlehem Steel conveys a sense of both life and death. Walking through the
site, you feel the presence of the structures and their history while sensing a loss and the
inevitable continuation of time. This project intends to use the connected issues of place,
form and meaning to support and enhance the complexities contained within the site:
coexistence of life and death, of hista.ry and artifact, and the relation of industrial age to
our post industrial culture.
Theater of Memory: , Bethlehem Steel Museum

Located within the grand space of the No.2 Machine shop, the Theater of Memory
composes the main body of the steel museum. Like the master plan of the site, the
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musewn essentially becomes an assemblage of different aspects of Bethlehem and steel
production. The museum may be thought of ac; a landscape. It is composed of three main
exhibition areas: the history of Bethlehem and steel in America, the process of steel
production and the mac_hine. These exhibitions are similar to the theaters occurring within
the master plan; each deals with a general theme and each conveys a unique identity and
architectural experience. These exhibition spaces, formed as a kind of assemblage, are
carefully-placed with the field of the machine shop. Space is maintained around them so
that the museum is not . one integrated design but a collection of moments. The idea of
"objects in a field" is fundamental in the design on many levels. First, Yates relates in
"The Art of :M;emory" how our imaginary places need to be distinct from each other in
order to become fixed in our memory. Yates' idea is that space only becomes a
memorable place when we find some distinction between it and the rest of the world.
Another argument for maintaining space around these moments ·deals with
circulation. This design encourages people to filter through the building as opposed to
placing them on a linear path. This filtering circulation allows for exploration on the part
of the visitor and ma!<"es it possible for the "moments" or exhibitions to be appreciated
and viewed in different ways; for example, from different heights and from different
directions. Fi�ly, this design allows for the strong preservation of a sen_se of this

incredible space as opposed to a design that may dominate the existing structure.

Entry to the museum· is directly off of the new axis into the site. Visitors would
enter into an elevated lobby where they would apprehend the entire vista of the building.
To the left, a second story walkway continues down most ·of the building. To the right is a
visitor's center with an information desk and restrooms. Above this are office spaces;
accessed by elevator. While these could serve guards and regular employees, the main
administrative office would have to be placed elsewhere; perhaps within the latter
additton to the Machine Shop� Also on this second level you find access to a gondola-like
carrier that would transport visitors the entire length of the museum. 1bis mechanism
could possibly be a part of the existing side crane.
From the lobby, the visitor may go down a ramp into a sculpture garden. At this
point the extended view would be hidden. 1be design intends to continually hide and
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reveal the view for dramatic effect. Following the sculpture garden, you encounter the
exhibition of the Steel Process. Its front is a recreation of one of Henry Bessemer's first
factories and is pictured in Collage II. See Figure 40. This fa�ade creates a backdrop for
one of the massive Bessemer pots; an artifact that could hopefully be acquired. More
provocatively, the fa�ade sets up a contrast for the rest of the exhibition. While you are
first confronted by a replication·of a historical place-a traditional museum approach
you discover that the architecture of this exhibition is more about the creation of space
through transformation.
Passing through the openings in the fa�ade, you enter an interior courtyard from
which you can access an obelisk-like form, which recalls some of the early stone blast

furnaces. Inside is an omni max theater. People could stand in the space while images of
the :furnaces and steel-making would be projected around them. The rest of the exhibition
consists of enclosed gallery spaces. These also recall forms from the site: the reheating
furnaces. The insides would be finished with firebrick and light would be let in through
technologically advanced fiber optics contained within the stack-like forms. In this way,
forms are reinvented: while stylistically recalling old forms they would be serving a new
purpose. The exteriors of these rooms would be metal clad and the roof could serve as
another gallery space; accessed by the catwalk. An additional catwalk wraps around the
other side of the exhibit structure and rises to meet the long second story walkway
referred to previously.
The History Exhibit is a space that is lit�rally impressed or stamped into the
ground; a symbol of how history is impressed upon us all. Descending into this space,
you find super-scale elements that are not re-creations but actual steel members that may
at one time have been produced in Bethlehem Steel. Super-sized channels become
architecturally space defining and certain members become inhabitable. This space .is
intended to create an Alice in Wonderland experience; displaying the .uncommon and
awe�inspiring scale of industrial production. In regard to program, the exhibit could be
zoned into a number of sub-spaces. Each space could be dedicated to a specific- subject
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that has had an influence upon the steel industry; ie. the building of cities, the military,
the impact of rail on the steel industry. 13
The final inoment is the Machine Exhibit; underscoring the importance the
machine has had on not only Bethlehem but society as a whole. This moment is
composed of a gallery of machines as well as the built structure which is intended to
create the experience of being within a machine. The design was inspired by a number of
machine drawings I have encountered throughout my research. These enclosed spaces
would also exhibit documents, photographs and drawings.
A larger enclosed space was designed to hold valuable artifacts. This is partially
defined by . a large steel wall that is reminiscent of a Richard Serra sculpture. This space
has two levels; as is shown in the longitudinal section. Across from this space a tower
allows . visitors to access the elevated walkway, as well as to continue upward to a level
(40 feet.high) where the entire museum can be appreciated.
The final section of the machine shop was intentionally left untouched. The hope
is that without any interruption, the viewer can admire the incredible vista of the structure
uninterrupted. In this way, the design celebrates that sense of the sublime and awe that is
such a large part of this place. At the end of the building a small reflecting pool creates a
destination point. At certain times, the pool would glimmer with reflected light,
beckoning visitors to its end.
In the older photographs of the No.2 Machine Shop·you see that the wall appears
to be partly made of a translucent material. See Figure 53. Also, a skylight once spanned
the length. This design restores these conditions. This wall not only creates a magnificent
effect but also is an appropriate design tool: the nature of the building as a super
extended space begs for continuation versus any sense of closure. Creating a wall of glass
sets up a simultaneous condition where the wall becomes a point of termination as well as
extention. As· seen in the photograph, when light shines upon the wall a blinding effect
occurs. In this way, the wall marks a specific point in the distance. However, you are
·uncertain as- to what lays beyond. For design drawings and models, see Figures 54-73.

13

See the book A Nation of Steel.
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Figure 53. No. 2 Machine Shop
Source:· Bergeron
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Figure 54. View from the 1obby.
Source: author.
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Figure 55. Museum Plan.
Source: author
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Figure 56. Plan of Steel Process Exhibition. 1/40" = l '
Source: author
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Figure 57. Transverse Section of Steel Process Exhibition. 1/20" = I '
Source: author
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Figure 58. Longitudinal Section of Steel Process Exhibition.
Source: author.
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Figure 59. Model of Steel Process Exhibition 1 .
Source: author.
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Figure 60. Model of Steel Process Exhibition 2.
Source: author.
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Figure 61. Model of Steel Process Exhibition 3.
Source: author.
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Figure 62. Model of Steel Process Exhibition 4.
Source: author.
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Figure 63. Plan of History Exhibition. 1/40" = I '
Source: author.
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Figure 65. Model of History Exhibition I .
Source: author.

Figure 66. Model of History Exhibition 2.
Source: author.
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Figure 67. Plan of Machine Exhibition. 1/40" = 1'
Source: author.
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Figure 68. Transverse section of Machine Exhibition. 1/20" = 1 '
Source: author.
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Figure 69. Longitudinal section of Machine Exhibition.
Source: author.

Figure 70. Model of Machine Exhibition 1 .
Source: author.
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Figure 7 1 . Model of Machine Exhibition 2.
Source: author.

Figure 72. Model of Machine Exhibition 3.
Source: author.
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Figure 73 . Model of Machine Exhibition 4.
Source: author.
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Appendix A: Precedent Studies
Peter Latz--Duisborg Nord Landscape Park:
Conversion of an abandoned steel mill

Revival of heavy industrial sites is a recent phenomenon. The question is what to
do with them and how to treat them? To what extent do you impose conservation, how do
you place the public in what is potentially a hazardous place and what kind of experience
are you looking for? In Germany, a number of these revivals are taking place conveying
different philosophies.
Peter Latz's concept to transform the Thyssen-Meiderich blast furnace plant into
the Duisborg-Nord landscape park was based on the idea to "integrate, shape, develop,
and interlink the existing patterns that were formed by its previous industrial use, and to
find new interpretation with a new syntax. The existing fragments were to be interlaced
into a new 'landscape "'. 14 Latz presents a strategy for this new type of.reuse. He comes to
an understanding of a place by defining its various aspects or "patterns". In this way he
begins to understand the unique language of site, which he in tum reinvests within his
design and the "new"_ language of the site. 1bis kind of empirical study works two fold: it
gives the designer a greater appreciation of the underpinning of a specific place while
inspiring the designer's language. For instance, paths are developed through a study of
the railway lines that once cut through the site.
The entry to the site moves through a grove of trees planted in a clean ceremonial
grid. See Figure 74. The trees contrast with blast furnace as backdrop. At the same time,
their precise treatment and geometric arrangement relates to the mechanistic world that
created the blast furnace. Latz thoughtfully juxtaposes vegetative with hard metallic
qualities, the garden with the machine and complexity with a logical simplicity. In each
case, the quality or theme is enhanced through its opposition. Latz uses material and
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see website: Latz + Partner
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Figure 74. Blast Furnace landscape
Source: Latz+Partner website

space here like language, commenting upon the influence these structures have on our life
and our response to them.
Integration of vegetation in areas of this park also makes a different statement.

Latz' plan incorporates fo�al as well as informal gardens. The conversion of gas tanks
.

.

to lily ponds and the wild growth of acacia on abandoned slag heaps conveys a patina of
time and recalls a popular way in which we perceive classical · ages: as slowly
deteriorating ruins graced by gardens.
Latz has taken some of the most polluted and hazardous places in the site and
designed them as desirable functioning spaces. The Piaza Metallica is the heart of the
park. See Figure 75. This public square is surrounded by blast furnaces. Iron plates that
were once covers for pig iron casting moulds are converted into paving elements. In a
state of rust, they beautifully define an inner space while symbolize the coexistence of
deterioration and new life. As an impression on the ground, the square becomes a living
memory.
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Figure 75. Piazza Metallica.
Source: Latz+Partner website

The sintering plant is another dead location Latz reinvests with life. · Because of
contamination, most of the plant was raised. Now it is a flourishing meadow and contains
the Bunker Gardens, a labrynthian structure of thick concrete walls. See Figures 76-77.
Latz created openings in the wall and placed different gardens in each of the cloister-like
spaces. Each room has its own microclimate and spatial quality. Also the gardens have
been placed at different heights so from above you get an amazing arial view of these
contained spaces.
Advocating an architecture of layers, Latz designs multiple circulation routes.
This move results in increasing exponentially the variety of impressions you may
encounter within the site. Further, it sets up a framework where stunning connections are
made between these different physical as well as metaphorical levels. This technique
links various sequences at strategic times to enhance perspective. For instance, crossing
steel walkways you can look down into the bunkers of the sintering plant, discovering
another view of its cloister-like quality.
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Figure 76. Sinter Garden.
Source: Latz+Partner website

Figure 77. Inside the gardens.
Source: Latz+ Partner webite

Across the river, you are finally presented with a view of the blast furnaces · in
their entirety. Progression then gives a variety of glit�1pses of the place; which are
controlled views that are strung out over time. The sequence is more provocative as one
that intertwines with the site, rather than showing the site in all its complexity all the
time. In this way a narrative unfolds and object and space are controlled.
In conclusion, this project uses many devices to make connection between the
structures of the site and the different aspects of the site. Both functional and visual as
well as physical features like gardens, towers, footbridges and plazas integrate the various
objects and negotiate the large spaces of the site. All of these ideas are relevant in
Bethlehem.

Joseph Cornell-Assemblage Artist

A study of Cornell's assemblages uncover a new way of perceiving "object" and
the importance placement, framing and surroundings play upon the object. Also through
Cornell you find a study of the found object and its relation to parts within a composition.
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In a photograph entitled Cornell in Central Park, the artist is shown in a pose that
could be interpreted as both tragic and comic. See Figure 78. Through illusionary camera
work, Cornell appears to be lifting an immense rock while underneath stands a little doll
in an innocent pose. Whether Cornell is lifting to reveal or holding up to save the little
person is unclear. Nevertheless, this simultaneity of action says a great deal about the
artist and his work. Cornell was primarily a revealer and reveler of the common objects
.

.

in life-the same ·subject matter that Andy Warhol trivialized. As an individual whose
life is dedicated toward seeing through the mundane and preserving the everyday, the
artist assumes a heroic pose-which is semi-ironically represented in the photograph.
Acting as . savior but . caught i_ n a state of playfulness, Cornell is positioned between a
heroic and mock-heroic condition. Designing for Bethlehem Steel will demand the ability
to convey a condition of simultaneity. A design proposed as an interjection within the
defunct plant must convey the existence of life and death as well as the remembrance,
resurrection and recreation of memory.
This photograph begins to show a process underlying assemblage. Although
compositionally simple, tlie picture leaves a powerful impression. The three subjects are

Figure 78. "Cornell in Central Park."
Source: Philadelphia Museum of Art
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framed in a way that tells a story. The narrative of the picture is dependant <?n the
existence and positioning of each of the subjects. The triangular arrangement of the three
· figures and their respective scales creates a movement between them. Also, deep space is
practically eliminated to call greater attention to the action at hand.
Viewing this photo, you are reminded of the work of Max Earnst and the way
Surealism has an influence on Assemblage. Earnst commonly employs unlikely and
bizarre combinations of disparate figures that somehow come to together to signify
meaning. Often he included ghostlike figures within a dramatic context. See Figure 6.
Surrealism intended "To rid the mind of preconceived ideas, to free words (and later
objects) from the cliche-ridden contexts . . . The Surrealists believed that the function of the
poet or artist was to communicate the immaculate primary concept (the moment of
intuition), not by describing it but by selecting the appropriate · word or image as symbol,
which would act as stimulus or irritant to the senses of the spectator. This, in turn, would
arouse multiple images and emotions, differing according to the sensibility of each
viewer, corresponding to the power and magic of the myth, parables, and metaphors of
the past."(Seitz, p.20) In Cornell's work, the viewer understands these processes and
intentions at work. Certainly, the same method and its effects may apply to the design in
Bethlehem and its complex history. Part of the aim of the design will be to "arouse
multiple images and emotion" in relating the memory of the place's past.
The bric-a-brac that composes Cornell's work is always carefully packed and
exquisitely presented. There is a fastidiousness in the way the artists hopes to capture his
artifacts as for example in Untitled (Pharmacy). See Figure 79. Cornell takes on the role
of apothecary and his objects within vials as if to call attention to their preciousness.
These objects each signal some kind of meaning for the artists that he hopes to preserve
and display for remembrance. Again, there is a direct connection with the art of memory
and the significant effect place and image have upon our sense of place in the world. For
Cornell, framing is one way he elevates his work. Within his boxes the everyday items
are not fixed but nevertheless have a defined context that separates them from their other
reality. At the same time, the presence of that "other reality" is vital in charging the
compositions with meaning. The artist realizes that the basis of his work is his connection
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Figure 79. Untitled
Source: Waldman

Figure 80. Untitled object [Mona Lisa}
Source: Waldman

with his surroundings. His box frames are the lenses used in focusing the imagination
anci defining its intent. An important point to keep in mind throughout this project is how
framing may be employed to bring about a desired effect� See Figure 8 1 .
In Untitled Object [Mona Li�a], Cornell uses coffer-like frames to present
fragments of the Da Vinci's painting. See Figure 80. Again, an important part of the art
of Assemblage is how the objects of the composition are treated so that previous meaning
is invested with something new.
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Figure 8 1 . "Medici Slot Machine".
Source: Waldman
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Carlo Scarpa's Castelvecchio, Verona:
This project demonstrates ways of intervening within a historic structure.
Scarpa designed the redisplay of the Castelvecchio Museum 1 956. His "intervention" was
a continuation of the fortification'_s transformation through history; its form an
accumulation of work dating from Roman time to its conversion into museum in 1 926.

15

Scarpa worked as an archeologist, hoping to uncover original construction and
function. (Murphy, p.8) Historical understanding becomes ·paramount in design intention,
both inspiring and directing it. From the beginning, Scarpa was faced with questions like
what to expose and what to hide; questions which provoke fundamental ideas of in his
archite(?ture as well as in this project. The idea of framing and our conscious arrangement
of objects in space reveal a specific intention of how we wish to view and express
history. Demolition was a part of the design at the outset Scarpa had to decide which
"objects" within this architectural composition inhibited the intended expression. He
removed the restoration work of Antonio Avena; which consisted of applied historical
decoration inside and the odd treatment of the inner court as a formal garden. In this case,
demolition was a way of abolishing ·".fakery". Avena also created Gothic style facades,
which Scarpa responded to by showing their fakeness· through architectural device.
Murphy explains how subtle moves like treating the reveals in a way to make the existing
fa9ade look "thin
and insubstantial" perhaps is a more powerful statement than simply
.

.

ch�ging things back to the way they were. (Muphy p.8) Scarpa is a study in how subtle
treatment can have a lasting and meaningful effect.
Other decisions . involving historical s�cture were more complex. Upon the
discovery of a Scaligeri moat within the castles court, Scarpa decided to remove the
Napoleonic staircase and part of the French barrack structure so that an individual could
simultaneously perceive solid and void, and two historical conditions. A project of this
type requires knowledge of the existing condition.

15

The Scalig�ri family actually built the structure as a safer residence to their Palazzo in the Piazzi Erbe.
The fortress was ironically intended to protect the ruling family from the citizenry.
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Indeed, Scarpa designed unconventional ways of seemg. Often these were
connected with a sense of ·movement through space. · Entering the museum's courtyard,
you see a sculptured image of a goat's head that appears to hover above a hedge.
Continuing around the hedge, the statuary is revealed in its entirety. Figures 82-85. The
goat's head is framed with the use of landscape offering two very different impressions.
Again, place influences meaning of the object. Within one greater space you find two
different readings; which in turn enhance the sculptural work and divide space into a
variety of sequences. Further, Scarpa in his skillful use of material places water around
the statue base, which gives the appearance of detachment.
Turning around to continue down the path, a visual connection leads you to
another statue. In a quick progression, Scarpa reveals a multitude of . scene; each
maintaining a certain particularity which sets them apart from the rest. He uses simple
placement techniques_ and various materials to give la�ting impressions. The power of the
progression relies on the interconnectedness of the impressions and your movement
through space. This progression may be thought of as a manifestation of the art of
memory. Artifice is not only about creating image, but also about its positioning and how
we experience it in sequence and in a unique spatial condition.
Movement is also a powerful way to connect the individual with specific views as
a part of a unique experience. In this way, views become a kind of image. As an
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Figure 82. courtyard of the Castelvechio.
Source: Murphy

Figure 83. Plan View.
Source: Murphy
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Figure 84. Detail.
Source: Murphy

Figure 85. Courtyard sequence.
Source: Murphy

encapsulated moment framed by the designer, views are visual artifice. Again, decisions
about placement have an impact on how we perceive and how we move. Scarpa's
protrusion of the staircase catches your attention and signals entry. See Figure 86. The
signs surrounding us guide our actions; our conscious impressions of the world guide our
thoughts.
Scarpa employs skillful placement of materials-especially putting a precious
material next to a base one as he does with the paving within the museum. See Figure 87.
The floor slabs, a polished stone, contrast with the rough stone walls. Scarpa' s use of
materials and their juxtapositions may be related to the id�as inherent within Cornell's
work: The surprising placement of different kinds of materials creating a juxtaposition
and arresting the senses. Through this arrangement, difference is highlighted and _ you
experience the uniq�e nature of the individual object. In a homogeneous environment,
character is lost because you have nothing with which to compare it. This aspect of
Scarpa' s work deals with object's relation to each other within space and the issue of
juxtaposition. Juxtaposition become paramount in my study with the investigation of the
dialectics of life and death, ·and the other complexities of the site.
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Figure 86. Staircase detail.
Source: Murphy

Figure 88. Scarpa's cut
Source: Murphy

Figure 87. Interior.
Source: Murphy
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Charles Sheeler

Sheeler leads to an exploration of the machine aesthetic and the complexity of the
machine as symbol.
An understanding of the machine aesthetic and humanity's complex relationship
with technology is vital for this project. The Bethlehem site is reminiscent of Charles
Sheeler's paintings and photographs. See Figures 89, 90. In both you sense technology's
immense influence and its massive scale within the twentieth century. In Sheeler's
paintings as in Bethlehem, industrial forms transform and dominate landscape. Within the
Bethlehem's approximate four square mile site, you immediately sense how the size and
scale of its structures form a kind of new landscape. At certain points, you lose sight of
the outside world and you are completely surrounded by structures serving the steel
industry.
The early twentieth century outlook saw the machine as the savior of society.
Underlying our relation to machine are contradictory feelings. Karen Lucic writes:
"Althoug Sheeler' s statements voice for the most part a confident stance towards the
machine age, his works indicate that he felt personally endangered. The images reveal
that the price of American industry's 'efficient' organization of production is an
oppressive, dehumanized technocracy-one that has little room for personal and creative
autonomy." (Lucic, p.15) For the artist who dwells within the subject matter of the
machine, that tension between liberation artd enslavement is especially compelling.

Figure 89. Power House No. l
Source: Lucic
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Figure 90. Sheeler: Classic Landscape.
Source: Lucic

In Classic Landscape, Sheeler presents industry in a kind of idealized fashion. See
Figure 90. As the title indicates, technology is associated with antiquity. The primary
forms of the silos and smokestacks within the composition are reminiscent of views of
the Parthenon. Like Le Corbusier, Sheeler finds inspiration in the idealized forms of our
new developing landscape. The colors also work with the symbology to lend this
impression of "the classical." The muted ochres and blue and the soft whites give a
mellow patina and render an idealized scene. Presented in this way, technology is
glorified. As was a common feeling at the turn of the century, technology was believed to
be the vehicle for a new golden age.
The machine becomes an undeniable symbol �f the Bethlehem landscape. As
symbol, technology. expresses hope and fear, belief in modernity as well as a certain
amount of confusion inherent within it, and the contradictory belief in a better society
enmeshed in a sense of dehumanization. I see a treatment of the machine aesthetic as
revealing, provocative an appropriate for this project. It helps "present" the story. In the
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case of Bethlehem, part of the architect's role is to delve into the meaning and story of
the site.
Walter Ruttmann uses symboi as a way of expressing this same kind of
ambiguous reaction toward the machine in his 1 927 film Berlin: Symphony ofa Great
City. Ruttmann gives special attention to the locomotive. As a rhetorical device the train

functions in many ways. As the main transportation system, it works in tandem with the
20th century city. Images of the 1 920s Berlin would not be complete without its presence.
Yet, its symbolism is deeper in that it represents the extent to which our lives have
become integrated with machinery. Its ferocious speed, movement and determination not
only reflect the present city dynamic but also makes it a harbinger for a future rooted in
20th century technological development. At the end of the arrival sequence we are
presented with an image that is as eerie as it is fascinating. As large steel doors open, a
locomotive slowly comes toward the camera in a gesture that is part threatening and part
dumb (or mindles�). As the viewer is placed face to face with this object, Ruttmann calls
for a moment of introspection in which we can dwell on what the train means to us. Its
front is oddly reminiscent of a human' s face. Ruttmann questions the extent to which
humanity submits to machinery in the industrialized society.
My thesis is ·partly about the intellectual exercise of transforming objects into
inhabitable space. But, for the purpose of this discussion I question: in what way can ·this
ID:dustrial sensibility serve a public place? Perhaps this issue should be looked at from the
side of art and meaning. Viewing a Charles Sheeler painting of an industrial plant, you
see a fascination with industrial forms as is expressed in the soft tones and ideal treatment
of objects in the composition. Simultaneously, there is an eerie, deserted quality to the
paintings. Karen Lucic writes about Sheeler: "Although Sheeler' s statements voice for
the most part a confident stance towards the machine age, his works indicate that he felt
personally endangered. The images reveal that the price of American industry' s
�efficient' organization of production is an oppressive, dehumanized technocracy--one
that has little room for personal and creative autonomy." (Lucic, p.1 5) For the artist who
dwells within the subject matter of the machine, that tension between liberation and
enslavement is especially compelling.
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Appendix B:
Bethlehem Steel History--A Summary 16
•

Bethlehem Steel Corporation's location in Bethlehem can be traced to the to the
existence .the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company. Founded in 1 822, LC&N
was a catalyst for early industrial development of the Lehigh Valley. It built the
Lehigh Navigation waterway system, which delivered anthracite coal to the
developing cities of the eastern seaboard.

• In 1 840, Welsh ironmaster David Thomas developed a hot blast process for
LC&N that successfully substituted anthracite for charcoal (the traditional fuel for
blast furnaces) to produce iron ore. To make iron, iron ore and limestone are
heated in a blast furnace to 2,800 degrees F at which point iron separates and the
leftover material joins with the limestone to make slag. Because of the Lehigh
Valley's geographic proximity to coal beds and the LC&N' s ability to quickly
deliver it to the area, anthracite and iron making became intertwined within the
history of the Lehigh Valley as industrial center.
• Success of the future Bethlehem Iron Company is largely dependant on the
development of the L�high Valley railroad. Founded by Asa Parker, this railroad
challenged the LC&N' s monopoly in the valley offering more flexible and faster
transportation than LC&N' s canals.
• Parker appoints Robert H. Sayre as chief engineer. Under Sayre's efficient
managem�nt, �e Lehigh Valley railroad grows rapidly. He moves its
headquarters to Bethlehe�; the geographic center of the valley and a location
close to many important railroad junctions.
• Packer's company originally bought steel rails from the Lackawanna Iron and
Coal Company located in what is now Scranton. This company often delivered
poor quality rails and was also an investor in some competing railroads. The

16

Taken from Lance E. Metz' "A Short History of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation" published in
Bethlehem Steel (Garn) and from Volume 9, No.3 of the Southern Exposure (A Newsletter of South
Bethlehem Historical Society.)
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management saw an opportunity in the Bethlehem's fledgling Sauconna Iron
Company (1 857) to solve its problem by producing its own rails.
•

In 1 858, Packer directed Sayre to use the railroads resources to take control of the
Sauconna Iron Company and reorganize it as the Bethlehem Rolling Mill and Iron
Company.

•

The Bethlehem Iron Company was founded in 1 860 for the production of iron
rails.

•

John Fritz was hired as manager and superintendent. He was the "most
mechanically innovative of America' s nineteenth century ironmasters." (quoted
from Metz in Garn.) In 1 857, before arriving ip. Bethlehem, he invented the
"three-high" mill, which produced uniform but inexpensive wrought-iron rails.
With this invention, the heated iron bloom could be completely rolled into a rail
before cooling.

•

While Sayre was responsible for the general layout of the new Bethlehem plant,
Fritz designed the buildings and most of the production equipment. He was an
"amateur architect who possessed a passion for combining functionality and
aesthetics."(p.7, Garn) For his buildings Fritz chose local durable stone, wrought- iron trusses, slate roofs and often Romanesque-style windows.

• July 27,1 863-production began.
•

1 867-a second blast furnace was completed. Fritz described it as a "crinoline"
design due to its resemblance to fashionable ladies skirts of the time.

• Although Bethlehem' iron rails were-popular and affordable, they could not
compete with the British Bessemer steel which was beginning to appear in the
1 860s
•

Sayre began encouraging Bethlehem Iron to attempt steel-making; even though
early American steel experimentation was less than successful.

•

In 1 867 the company joined the Pneumatic steel Association--a group founded in
1 865 by Alexander Holley, a British engineer who brought the Bessemer process
to America. ·
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· • The move placed Fritz at the forefront of steel innovation. He helped design the
works of the Pennsylvania Steel Company in Steelton, which was the first
successful Bessemer plant in the country. In 1 868, he toured plants in Europe.
•

1 873-the full operation of Fritz Bessemer Steel plant, which "can be considered ·
the first serious attempt to integrate the production of steel and of iron
rails. "(p. 1 0, Garn) The new mill was one of the largest of its time. In the form of a
double cross, its log arm was @93 1 'and the short arm 386' and its 1 1 1 ' width was
spanned by innovative iron truss work, slate roof and a continuous monitor.
Through patient experimentation, Fritz developed a re-conception of the
American Bessemer process. The entire works�onverters, ingot reheating
furnaces, three high blooming train and three high rail mill were enclosed in one
structure. "The building that housed the Bessemer plant was itself little more than
a protective shed . . . The building is insistent in its regularity and it highly
autonomous plan; the result is a hybrid that blended a (orm evolved for the craft
based production of wrought iron with the rational layout required for the high
volume production of the Bessemer process."(quoted from Metz in Garn, p. 1 2)

•

1 874-5 the completion of blast furnaces Nos. 4 and 5 . In 1 88 1 , No.6 was built and
no. 7 was acquired.

. • As its share of the rail market began to decline in the 1 880s, the company found
new bus_iness in rebuilding the U.S. Navy, which had been neglected due to
western expansion and the south' s reconstruction.
• In 1 883, the armed forces appointed William Jaques to the Gun Foundry Board
and he soon contacted Bethlehem Iron about building a heavy-forging plant.
• In 1 886, a contract was made so that the Whitworth Company of England would
supply the proper technology to Bethlehem Iron.
• In 1 886, Bethlehem won bids from the Navy to produce 1 ,3 1 0 tons of semi
finished gun forgings and 4,500 tons of steel armor plate.
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• Designed by John Fritz with the help of Russell Wheeler Davenport, the forging
· plant was completed in 1 892. As early as 1890, Bethlehem Iron was supplying
. guns to the military.
• Military production was carried out with the development of the open hearth
steel-making technique; a process that could better control the addition of raw
materials, which resulted in higher quality steel than the Bessemer type.
Introduced in America by Abram S. Hewitt, this leading technology was slow to
spread. Even by 1 880, only 10 percent of steel was produced by this method.
• The company had difficulties with producing the armour plate and in 1 890 lost
the commission to Carnegie-Phipps Company.
• In 1890, Bethlehem Iron Co. becomes Bethlehem Steel Co ..
• In the 1 890s, there were revolutionary developments in the armor process. French
steel makers showed the superiority of a nickel alloy steel. Also, Hayward Harvey
developed a face hardening process (the Harvey process): uing low carbon steel
which was heated in a way that formed an extremely hard veneer.
• In 1 89 1 Harvey was granted a patent and he had a face hardening furnace erected
in Bethlehem's No.3 Machine shop.
• By 1 895 Bethlehem's forging and treatment plant was known world wide.
• In 1906 Chales Schwab acquires Bethlehem Steel Co., changing its name to
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and invests 2 million dollars in improvements.
Eugene Grace and Archibald Johnson expand it to prosperity.
• In 1908 Eugene Grace becomes general manager.
• In 1910 Schwab turns to armament production.
• By 1914 the corporation acquires $ 1 3 5 million in armament production due to
WWI.
• In 1920 Bethlehem Steel is declared "Arsenal of Democracy" for its war
contributions.
• During the Depression, the steel plant "makes work" for Southsiders.
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• Prior to WWII most of the plant is in full operation. News of an impending war
puts 110,000 employees to work at .91 per hour.
• In 1941 workers strike and go on a four day "walk out" due to low wages. In the
same year, Bethlehem Steel is awarded $1 billion in defense projects.
• By 1943 the company contributes mightily to the war effort; employing 33,000
and producing 3 80 fighting and cargo ships.
• 1944 was the greatest steel production year in history and Bethlehem becomes
the largest ship building plant in the world. After the war, it began rebuilding the
country in peace with projects such as a new addition to St. Luke's hospital,
George Washington Bridge, Golden Gate Bridge, Waldorf Astoria, and the
National Gallery.
• In 1957 a nation-wide recession begins to slow steel production.
• In 1960 union workers receive health and retirement benefits.
• By 1964, although foreign steel begins pouring into the country, Bethlehem Steel
still produces 19 million tons of raw steel. But by the early 1970s the co�pany
cannot compete with imported steel and double-digit inflation.
• September 30, 1977 is known as Black Friday. 2,5 00 white colar workers are
dismissed through the company.
• By 1982 workers were earning $26.29 per hour. Throughout the next decade the
company loses money.
• In 1995 steel making ceases at the plant.
• In 2002 the company's property is earmarked for preservation.
• In 2003 Bethlehem Steel corporation folds.
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Appendix C:
Regional Setting
The counties of Lehigh and Northampton, together comprised of 73 1 square
miles, are located in the central eastern portion of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The region, referred to as the Lehigh Valley, is bounded on the north by the Blue
Mountain on the east by the Delaware River and on the South by the Lehigh Mountain
Range, known as South Mountain. To the west, the plain breaks into low, rolling hills
which rise to form a divide between lands drained by the Lehigh and Schuylkill rivers.
The region is located within three hundred miles of all the large, metropolitan areas of the
eastern United States and is particularly accessible to Philadelphia and New York City.
The two counties form the core of the metropolitan area defined by the bureau of
the census as the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton Metropolitan Statistical Area (ABEMA).
The Lehigh-Northampton county area contains three cities (Allentown, Bethlehem,
Easton), twenty seven boroughs and thirty two townships.
Natural Features

Two major rivers flow through the region, the Lehigh and the Delaware. The Coplay,
Jordan and Little Lehigh creeks in the west, the Saucon creek in the south, and the
Monocacy, Bushkill and Martins creeks in the north, all drain into the Lehigh or
Delaware rivers.
The topography ranges from elevated regions along the northern edge of the area
and along a line just south of the three cities to the relatively flat, undulating terrain of the
central portion of the Lehigh Valley. Elevations vary from two hundred feet above mean
sea level along some parts of the Lehigh and Delaware rivers to greater than 1695 feet
msl on the Blue Mountain and 1042 feet on South Mountain.
The ar,ea enjoys a moderate climate, with an average temperature of 51 degrees
Fahrenheit. Temperatures are rarely above 100 degrees or below 0 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Precipitation is generally ample and dependable; destructive storms seldom occur. The
growing season 1 70 to 1 85 days.

History
The first European immigrants to colonize . the region were Germans . who settled
· in the southern part of the Lehigh Valley during the early 1 700s. By 1 748, the townships
of Upper Milford, Upper Saucon, Lower Saucon, Upper Macungie, Williams, Mt. Bethel
and Allen had been established. The Moravians arrived in 1 740 and established Nazareth .
as an agricultural community and Bethlehem as a manufacturing center. In 1 752,
Northampton County was established by proprietors of William Penn's land grant. In
1 762, William Allen founded what was to become Allentown. The period from 1 763 to
1 830 was one of agricultural activity, during.which Allentown and Easton began to rival
Bethlehem as trade centers.

Agriculture _was the nearly exclusive economic force

because of isolation of the region from the rest of the country. In 1 8 1 2, Lehigh County
was created with the borders that exist today.
Transportation improved by 1 829, with the construction of the Lehigh Canal, and
the building of several bridges across the Lehigh and Delaware rivers. The exploitation
of the coal resources north of the region, enabled by the completion of the Lehigh Canal,
and mining and quarrying of zinc, slate and limestone were growing industries of the
mid-1 800s. The opening of the Lehigh Valley railroad in 1 855 stimulated industrial
growth and urbanization. Bethlehem was officially created in 1 9 1 7.
After 1 890, the national prominence of the regions . steel and 'cement industries
drew a large labor force which made the area ·attractive to other industries such as
production of silk, textiles and clothing. The slate and cement industries grew high
points and them declined due to technological changes, population shifts, and
transportation advances. Modernization in transportation and public utilities boosted the
new economic activities . . The railroads expanded in the 1 890 to 1 930 period as the canals
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and canal boat service declined.

By 1 930, Bethlehem Steel was the second largest

producer of steel in the US.
Suburban shopping centers were first built in the late 1 950' s. During the 1 970' s,
industrial buildings expanded in the suburban areas. The stabilization or slow decline of
population began in older parts of the region. The 1 980's was a period of expansion in
suburban shopping centers and industrial parks and declines in manufacturing in the
cities. The completion of interstate 78 through the region in 1 989 eased commutation
and promoted economic development.
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